
Misfit by Elle Kennedy Book Club 

1. What do you think of the 1st person narration from multiple perspectives? 

2. How would you classify this book? 

3. Do you think this book would have a different feel if the characters were freshman in college 

rather than seniors in high school? Why or why not? 

4. The book starts with RJ and Fenn’s parents surprise wedding, what do you think of the set up? 

5. Who is the protagonist of the book and why? 

6. Do you think this is world of a all boys prep school for bad kids feels realistic? 

7. Would you want to go anywhere near Sandover Prep? Why or why not? 

8. Who is your favorite character and why? 

9. Who is your least favorite character and why? 

10. What is your favorite relationship in the book? 

11. What do you think of the drama level in the book? 

12. Do you think RJ’s hacking hobby is a good fit for Sandover? Why or why not? 

13. How do you feel about the adults in the book? 

14. Why do you think RJ joined the swim team? 

15. Do you think Sloan forgives RJ too easily for hacking and cyberstalking her? Why or why not? 

16. What do you think of Fenn, Silas and Lawson’s makeover montage to help RJ fight Duke? 

17. How do you feel about the mystery of Casey’s accident at Ballard? 

18. Would you rather attend Ballard or Sandover and why? 

19. Is it fair to Sloan for RJ to promise that he will leave Sandover if he loses the fight to Duke? Why 

or why not? 

20. How do you feel about Lawson’s interludes? 

21. What do you think of Silas sending RJ to see Sloan and Fenn at the bench? 

22. Did you foresee Fenn and Sloan’s past hookup before the reveal? 

23. Why do you think Fenn tells Casey about his past with Sloan? 

24. How did you feel about RJ’s makeup scene with Sloan and then with Fenn? 

25. Why is taking Duke’s money electronically a good way to shock him so RJ can knock him out? 

26. What did you think of the Epilogue when we find out that it was Fenn who pulled Casey out of 

the water? 

27. Did you like the book? 

28. Do you want to read more in the series? 

 

 


